
MAINTAIN STABILITY ON CHANGING TERRAIN.
Drivers delivering direct-to-store have to navigate 
unpredictable terrain, facing obstacles like door jambs, 
parking lots and curbs. With a 2-inch ratcheting and locking 
load retention strap, your operators can 
keep loads secure and stable, no 
matter the shape or size.

TOTAL CONTROL IN TIGHT SPACES.
Whether inside a trailer or between aisles, don’t let 
a lack of space create a lack of control. Empower 

your operation with industry-leading 
maneuverability thanks to an exclusive 
handle design that offers full functionality 
in the upright position. Drivers can 

operate at creep speed, optimizing control 
and visibility in the most compact 

spaces.

KEEP CHARGED ON THE GO.
Stop running back to home base 

just to swap batteries or recharge. 
With the 57 Ah lithium-ion option, you can handle the 

rigors of OTR transfer trucks and be opportunity charged 
in any 120V outlet. No off-gassing means you can charge 
anytime, anywhere – even in the trailer.

HANDLE MULTIPLE  
PALLET TYPES.
Your operators must be able to handle 
multiple pallet types in retail distribution 
operations. What if your pallet trucks had a movable load 
backrest with quick latch and pivot arms, enabling operators to 
handle multiple pallet types with a single fork configuration?

W45ZHD2 DIRECT STORE DELIVERY PACKAGE
Your delivery drivers face challenges every day getting product from trailer to 
store. With the W45ZHD2, they can move seamlessly from large to small-store 
format deliveries. Whether convenience store, quick-serve restaurant, grocery  
or big box, Hyster® will get you in and get you out…without breaking a sweat.
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from mom-and-pop  
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